
Over the past few decades, espionage has played a key role in how countries all over the

world gather intelligence.  The use of communication has evolved and the methods are still being

perfected, and perhaps nowhere else provides as much intrigue as studying the Soviet’s use of

espionage through the KGB. The KGB’s spying helped them gain intelligence to assist their

government gain an advantage through the use of communication and technology. Spies may

have other roles that also require infiltration, such as sabotage.

The KGB, which translates from Russian to English as the “Committee for State

Security,” was the main government agency for security in the Soviet Union from 1954 until

1991, at which time it split into the Federal Security Service and the Foreign Intelligence Service

for the Russian Federation. During the Cold War, the Soviet Union’s KGB was involved in many

tense situations, that even included the threat of an atomic war with the United States. During

this time, the Soviet Union had possession of an atomic bomb, the President needed to confirm

that the Soviets did not intend on using the bomb anytime soon towards the United States.1

From the beginning, foreign intelligence has played an important part in Soviet foreign

policy. The Soviet Union foreign intelligence was formally formed in the 1920s as a foreign

department of Cheka during the Russian Civil War, which lasted from 1918 to 1920. On

December 19, 1918, the Russian Communist Party Central Committee Bureau decided to

combine the Cheka front formations and military control units, which were controlled by the

Military Revolutionary Committee and responsible for counterintelligence activities, into one

organization that was named Cheka Special Section. The head of the Special Section was

Mikhail Sergeyevich Kedrov. The Special Section’s tasks were to run human intelligence, to

gather political and military intelligence behind enemy lines, and expose and neutralize
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counterrevolutionary elements in the Red Army.2 In September 1949, there was a report about

an abnormal radio-active contamination. The first thought of the DCI’s (Director of Central

Intelligence) was that of an atomic explosion on the continent of Asia. It proved to be correct -

the Soviets had the first test of the nuclear device. Moscow’s success was alarming for United

State’s strategists because it happened one to four years sooner than they had expected.3

The KGB had many responsibilities other than espionage. For example, they were also in

charge of protecting the country’s political leadership and supervision of the border troops during

the Soviet era. The KGB along with the Cheka were also in charge of arresting, imprisoning, and

executing enemies of the state. Over the many years the KGB and the Cheka have been renamed

many things, including the GRU, GPU, OGPU and the NKVD, all of which had the same

purpose. Lavrenty Beria was a member of the Central Committee and was also responsible for

the Soviet Union’s nuclear weapons program. He also oversaw intelligence work directed at the

U.S. and British atomic bomb projects.4

During the Cold War, the United States and the Soviet Union had quite a lot of

information regarding nuclear secrets, causing both intelligence agencies to expand a great

amount and hire thousands of new agents. The technology was also increased with satellites and

new computers, causing communication between agents to become faster, easier and more

efficient. After the Cold War, espionage focused on government threats and terrorist organization

threats.5 During the Cold War, the KGB failed to rebuild most of its U.S. illegal resident

networks. The aftermath of the Second Red Scare and the crisis of the CPUS hampered

recruitment. The last major illegal resident, Rudolf Able, was betrayed by his assistant, Reino
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Häyhänen, in 1957.6 Recruitment then emphasized mercenary agents, an approach especially

successful in scientific and technical espionage, since private industry practiced lax internal

security, unlike the United States Government.

One notable KGB success occurred in 1967, with the walk-in recruitment of the U.S.

Navy Chief Warrant Officer John Anthony Walker. Over eighteen years, Officer Walker enabled

Soviet Intelligence to decipher some one million navy messages and track the U.S. Navy.7 In the

late years of the Cold War, the KGB was successful with intelligence coups in the case of

mercenary walk-in recruit FBI counterspy Robert Hanssen and Central Intelligence Agency

Soviet Division officer Aldrich Ames. 8 Aldrich Ames was caught soon after this event for

helping the Russians.

Most conflicts between the Soviet Union and the U.S. were driven by political and

economic factors. These differences led to the two countries having no mutual understanding on

policy issues. Oftentimes having both countries on the brink of war or a serious conflict. The

Cuban Missile Crisis is an example of the two countries growing towards war with each other.

The Soviet Union was building missile installations in Cuba. This event led to conflict with the

U.S. the particular reason for the circumstance was that the Soviets denied the construction of the

site. President Kennedy televised an address announcing that any nuclear attack from Cuba

would be considered an attack from The Soviets as well. During the crisis, the two countries

exchanged many letters and other types of communication regarding the topic.9

Russian spies are still operating inside the American borders today. American officials

say there are perhaps more Russian spies than when the Soviet Union collapsed years ago. They
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are currently trying to steal political secrets and information. Now, because of modern

technology, espionage is much harder. The facial recognition, fingerprints, and digital traces

make it seem impossible to hack or spy on the enemy.10 During the Cold War, there was direct

contact with the opposite country. For example, there were several letters and messages that were

directly sent to the President or the leader of a certain country. The use of communication was

much slower than it is now. Telegrams were often used and of course letters, sometimes a face to

face meeting.

Espionage is not always between governments. An example of corporate espionage

occurring more recently is an event that happened in early  July 2020. Li Chen, a hospital

researcher in Ohio, was sentenced to thirty months in prison for conspiring to steal trade secrets

and sell them to China. Chen admitted to stealing scientific trade secrets related to exosomes and

exosome isolation from Nationwide Children’s Hospital’s Research Institute for her personal use

and financial gain. Her husband, Yu Zhou, worked at a separate medical research lab at the same

Research Institute for ten years. They both pleaded guilty to conspiring to steal at least five trade

secrets that had to do with exosomes and exosome isolation research from Nationwide Children's

Hospital.

Chen received many benefits if she completed the sale, including the State

Administration of Foreign Expert Affairs and the National Natural Science Foundation of China.

She also applied to several Chinese talent plans for the government, this is a method used by the

Chinese to transfer research from forign countries and different types of technology to the

Chinese government. Chen and her husband completed the scheme over the span of many years

to set up a business in China and steal American research and information, gaining profit in

doing so. As part of her sentence, she was ordered to pay 2.6 million dollars in restitution. Chen
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and Zhou were arrested in California in July 2019 and their case was unsealed in August 2019

when they appeared in federal court in Columbus. Zhou has also pleaded guilty and awaits

sentencing.11

Espionage can cause many conflicts in the world, but it is also very helpful when it

comes to safety for our people and country. Not only has a person risked their life to make sure

your country for example does not get bombed. They have also made sure our country is safe and

does not have a risk of being attacked. Over the years, Soviet espionage has changed over the

years to fit the needs of their government. The Soviets have caused many life changing events

and moments in history. These events have not only changed how the Soviet government works,

but also how the American government works, along with many other governments.

Espionage and spies may not seem important or they may seem dangerous, but without

spies and espionage, we would not have known how to prepare ourselves for the worst, such as

bomb threats and terrorist attacks. The world could have ended if the government had not known

about the atomic bomb in the possession of the Soviet Union. Spying has also strengthened our

communication with other countries. Benefits of espionage can help support the government

with foreign information that may harm a certain country. There are also disadvantages for

espionage. There have been and currently are thousands of cases of betrayal towards certain

countries. This could lead to harmful events that our government and others need to prepare for,

this actively demonstrates how we need to build as a country to protect the people and economics

in the country.
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